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Abstract
This paper examines the contrast between the view of clients and non-clients of web saving money. The principle point of
demonetization is to dampen the money subordinate economy. This article analyzed the assessment on demonetization and its
belongings. This investigation utilized a quantitative approach on New Generation bank clients having pay account with this bank.
Moved toward pay account holders of this bank in select universities and researched that web saving money is anything but difficult to
utilize, solid, advantageous, more secure, bother free. Specialist watched that there is significant divergence amongst clients and nonclients of green preparing activities. Despite the fact that the record holders are having web managing an account office the examination
enquired that they are utilizing this office for exchanges and to know the feelings for not embracing the office. This article features the
significance of actuating and utilizing web managing an account to advance money less exchange. The normal outcomes may give a
reasonable view to the non-clients with respect to variables to utilize web saving money. The creators utilize SPSS to investigate the
supposition and mindfulness among the clients of the bank.
Keywords: Demonetization, technology banking, salary account holders, inventiveness of banks.

1. Introduction
The tragic effect of choice made by our regarded Prime Minister
of India on money trade detonates an extraordinary change in each
individual monetary life. The battle by the nationals of India has a
choice to run with cashless exchanges, which is the one among the
fundamental objectives behind the procedure of demonetization.
Banks and money related foundations play basic obligation in
supplanting the old cash to new money. The perplexity in money
trade drives the general national in loads of situations. At a certain
point individuals unfit to execute to fulfill the base needs too.
Time turns out to be extremely stringy even to fulfill the base need
of the general population.
In this development to start cashless exchanges most extreme
residents occupied their hopes to green managing account
techniques. At that point, the time comes to know to feature the
significance of green managing an account activity. All things
considered, the point of acquainting green keeping money
procedures is to decrease the effect of a dangerous atmospheric
division. Green managing an account is the procedure to maintain
the improvement and protection of condition. Green managing an
account is deciphering in two ways: one as condition amicable
techniques for saving money offices and different identifies with
where the bank puts the cash.
Saving money division assumes contact part between monetary
improvement and environmental fortress to advance naturally
manageable and societal mindful venture. The idea of green
keeping money acquainted with satisfying the environmental
agreeable practices of managing an account division. Banks are
conveying to stay away from carbon discharges through utilization

of stationery, which causes contamination in condition. Inside and
remotely through client exercises managing an account part has
duty to correct a few strategies to spare condition.

2. Review of Literature
Bihari, Suresh Chandra (2010), in his exploration article
investigated the social duty of saving money area. Their
demonstrated and proposed that banks have more prominent
obligation in ecological harm control. Banks need to take a gander
at the speculation and loaning choices and its effect on business.
In business, basic leadership ecological and social criteria need to
incorporate lessening the ominous effect of useful exercises.
Money related establishments can perform set of endeavors to
accomplish maintainability for corporate social duty.
Dharwal, Mridul, Agrwal, and Ankur (2011) in their exploration
article on "green keeping the money as an imaginative activity for
supportable advancement" proposed that Indian writers need to
discharge books on featuring the issues of nature and societal rules
in saving money areas, which is by and by banks around the
world. In the event that Indian banks have needing to venture into
universal markets, it is critical to perceiving their ecological and
social obligations in managing an account area by starting green
saving money rehearses.
Bahl, Sarita (2012), sorted out an experiential investigation on
green keeping money. Their investigation involves basic
methodologies took after by open division banks, which was
gathered through the perspectives of supervisors working with
open segment banks. Especially the examination focused on green
managing an account technique embraced by banks, carbon
outflow by paperless exchanges by vitality awareness, by mass
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transportation framework, by green building and social duty
administrations. Their finding uncovered that among all green
saving money procedures, green structures had been given best
need and found that Indian banks can expand social obligation
benefits by expanding green keeping money techniques.
Amitabh Misra, B. R. Kumar and Dharambir Singh (2013), in
their article titled "an investigation of holes in benefit quality at a
loaning private division business banks in Noida" analyzed the
significance of innovation and the examination uncovers the
powerless regions of the administrations of the bank, which can
assist the bank specialists with overcoming the issues prompts
brings down the notoriety for being admirable as to execute the
means taken by them to enhance better green practices.

3. Objectives of the Study




To characterize different methodologies for receiving green
managing an account techniques amid demonetization period
To look at the affecting elements to pick green saving money
techniques amid demonetization period
To analyze the effect of green saving money techniques in
the supportability of New Generation Bank clients

Hypothesis




There is no adoptability distinction in green saving money
techniques amid demonetization.
There is no critical contrast between reception of green
keeping money systems in pre clients and post clients of
demonetization period
There is no effect of green managing account techniques in
the manageability of New Generation Bank clients

4. Research Methodology
For this examination, embraced stratified arbitrary testing method,
where the strata are to be considered as salaried record holders
from various branches of New Generation Banks in Kerala. For
this study AXIS, HDFC, ICICI bank customers. The entire state is
divided in to three regions like north south and middle. Based on
the population and number of branches stratified propionate
sampling is applied. The overview focused on 350 people and the
data gathered to distinguish the affecting components to pick
green keeping money systems and to know the effect of
demonetization in expanded familiarity with green managing
account activities. Add up to 420 surveys were conveyed face to
face to different compensation account holders in the three
regions. The greatest number of investment accounts is
straightforwardly aligned with instructive organizations in the
investigation territory. Add up to 384 polls returned back. Barring
the fragmented surveys specialist thought about 350 polls for
examination.
The examination thought about the feelings of people after
demonetization. Table 1 shows the awareness on green banking
practices; Table 2 reveals the view of the ATM users, Table 3
express the users of internet banking, Table 4 indicate the users of
mobile banking, Table 5 express the users of different services
before and after the demonization and Table 6 shows the
influencing factors to adopt green banking practices.

5. Data Analysis
Table 1: Awareness on Green Banking Practices
Specification
Male
Female
Total
Percentage
Have awareness
133
84
217
62%
No awareness
79
54
133
38%
Total
212
138
350
100%

169

Table 2: Reveals the View of the ATM Users
After Demonetization
Before Demonetization
Specificati
Femal
Tota
Mal
Femal Tota
Male
%
%
on
e
l
e
e
l
User
96.
79.
212
126
338
189
89
278
5
4
Non20.
0
12
12
3.5
23
49
72
User
6
Total
212
138
350
100
212
138
350
100

Specificat
ion
User
NonUser
Total

Specificat
ion
User
Non-User
Total

Table 3: Express the Users of Internet Banking
After Demonetization
Before Demonetization
Femal Tota
Mal
Femal Tota
Male
%
%
e
l
e
e
l
146
95
241
69
73
74
147
42
66

43

109

31

139

64

203

58

212

138

350

10
0

212

138

350

10
0

Table 4: Indicate the Users of Mobile Banking
After Demonetization
Before Demonetization
Femal Tota
Mal
Femal Tota
Male
%
%
e
l
e
e
l
41.
103
42
145
67
31
98
28
3
58.
109
96
205
145
107
252
72
7
10
212
138
350
100
212
138
350
0

Table 5: Express the Users of Different
Demonization
After Demonetization
Specificati
Femal
Tota
Male
%
on
e
l
User
125
57
182
52
Non87
81
168
48
User
10
Total
212
138
350
0

Services before and after the
Before Demonetization
Mal
Femal
Tota
%
e
e
l
84
28
112
32
128

110

238

68

212

138

350

10
0

Table 6: Influencing Factors to Adopt Green Banking Practices
Test Statistics
Easy
Availabilit
and
y of
Hassle
Time
Quick
Cost
Conveni
Internet
Free
Saving
Access Affective
ent to
Connectio
Use
n
Mann248.00 495.00
127.500 184.500 81.500 469.500
Whitney U
0
0
Wilcoxon 3287.50 3344.50 186.50
153.00 600.00
574.500
W
0
0
0
0
0
Z
-4.649
-4.002 -5.095
-0.912
-4.054 -0.667
Asymp.
Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.362
0.000
0.505
(2-Tailed)
a. Grouping Variable: Green Banking Strategies

Mann Whitney-Wilcoxon result shows the difference of
perception to adopt green banking initiatives between pre users
and post users.
The test measurement comes about show that there is a huge
contrast between pre clients and post clients of green saving
money activities as far as simple and helpful to work, bother free,
efficient and snappy access among New Generation Bank salaried
record holders.
In the event of accessibility of web association and cost adequacy,
there is no noteworthy contrast between the recognitions to
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receive green managing account systems. With this examination,
we can presume that over every one of the components bother
free, simple and advantageous utilize, brisk access and efficient
are the all the more impacting factors notwithstanding the
accessibility of good web association and cost-adequacy to utilize.
Table 7 represent the effect of ATM, POS, RTGS, ECS, NEFT
and mobile banking on the sustainability of New Generation bank
customers
Table 7: Represent the Effect of ATM, POS, RTGS, ECS, NEFT and
Mobile banking on the Sustainability of New Generation Bank Customers
R
Adjusted R
Std. Error of the
Model
R
Square
Square
Estimate
1
0.972
0.916
0.534
0.38542
Table 8: Reveals the Relationship between Green Banking Strategies and
Sustainability of New Generation Bank Customers through ANOVAa
Mod
el

Sum of
Squares
Regressi
on

1

Residual
Total

df
21.07
7
60.37
7
81.45
4

Mean
Squa
re
9
340

F

Sig.

2.34
2
0.17
8

13.18
8

0.00
0b

349

Form the above Table 8 represents R=0.972, R square value is
0.916 and adjusted R square is 0.534. This shows the variance
ranges from 97.2 to 91.6 and between green banking strategies
and sustainability of New Generation bank customers.
Model

ECS
Mobile
banking
NEFT
RTGS
ATM
POS

Table 9: Shows the Coefficient
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std.
Beta
Error
1.449
0.075
0.962
0.390
0.124
0.804

t

Sig.

4.219
3.146

0.000
0.002

0.166
0.165
3.216
1.339

3.381
2.890
6.984
3.854

0.001
0.040
0.012
0.041

0.049
0.088
0.336
0.342

0.779
0.734
0.976
0.865

From the Table 9 the ATM (t=6.984, p=0.012), ECS (t=4.219,
p=0.000), POS (t=3.854, p=0.041), NEFT (t=3.381,p=0.001),
mobile banking (t=3.146, p=0.002), and RTGS (t=2.890, p=0.040)
are statistically significant at 5% . Since the t-value of ECS is
more than the remaining initiatives of green banking. It is
concluded that ATM play major role in sustainability of New
Generation bank customers. Next to that ECS, POS facilities are
used by customers to overcome demonetization chaos.

6. Results and Discussions
From the above examination among green managing an account
activities ATM, ECS and POS are for the most part utilized by the
clients of New Generation bank. They are assuming a key part in
the view of clients to manage with the bank for long haul despite
the fact that some perplexity like demonetization, mindfulness
among these offices fulfilling the clients and helpful to save
money with. In this investigation, it is watched that the expansion
in utilization of green keeping money methodologies because of
demonetization. Research sorted out on pay account holders, in
this view tests are graduates and have the capacity to comprehend
and can without much of a stretch adjust to the change.

7. Conclusion
After demonetization, a more noteworthy increment saw in the use
of ATM, POS, and NEFT. The examination uncovers that there is

no distinction of feelings in the two guys and females. From the
examination a wide range of green managing account techniques
have some impact on the maintainability, among them ECS; POS
and ATM are having a noteworthy inclination for the clients.
Consequently the green saving money strategies embraced by
New Generation Bank salaried record clients making a greater
significance of being paperless keeping money.
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